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Abstract
The historical development and the linguistic triggering environments for Oberfeld formation in German subordinate clauses represent
long-standing research questions in Germanic Linguistics, dating at least as far back as Jacob Grimm’s famous Deutsche Grammatik.
The present corpus study traces this historical development back to the 17th century. The study is based on three text corpora. For
contemporary German, two syntactically annotated newspaper corpora were consulted: the TüBa-D/Z and TüPP-D/Z treebanks,1 which
provide linguistic annotations for articles published in the daily newspaper die tageszeitung (taz). For diachronic data, the corpus
collection Deutsches Textarchiv (DTA)2 was utilized. The DTA contains texts ranging from 1610 to 1900. All three corpus collections are
part of the Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN) initiative3 and will be developed further as part of the
CLARIN research infrastructure. The study demonstrates the added value that annotated corpora can provide for in-depth studies in
historical syntax. At the same time it showcases the added value of interoperable language resources for linguistic investigations that
require access to and analysis of multiple linguistic resources.
© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
The historical development and the linguistic triggering environments for auxiliary placement in the Oberfeld of German
subordinate classes is a long-standing research question in German linguistics, dating at least as far back as Jacob
Grimm’s famous Deutsche Grammatik (Grimm, 1837). The term Oberfeld (‘upper field’) was coined by Bech (1955/57) in
his topological fields model of German syntax. Example (1b) shows the placement of the finite auxiliary hat in Oberfeld
position in the presence of Ersatzinfinitives (‘substitutes infinitives’) können and müssen.
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(1) a. dass Eike gesungen hat.
that Eike sung has.
‘that Eike has sung.’
b. dass Eike hat singen {können / müssen}.
that Eike has sing be able to / have to.
‘that Eike was able / had to sing.’
c. *dass Eike singen {können / müssen} hat.
that Eike sing be able to / have to has.
d. *dass Eike singen {gekonnt / gemusst} hat.
dass Eike sing be able / have to has
e. *dass Eike hat singen {gekonnt / gemusst}.
dass Eike has sing be able / have to.
(1a) shows that the finite auxiliary in a German subordinate clause normally appears in clause-final position.
However, when the finite auxiliary governs a modal such as können or müssen, as in (1b), then the finite auxiliary is
placed at the left periphery of the verbal complex. The ungrammaticality of (1c) shows that in such cases Oberfeld
placement is, in fact, obligatory. Auxiliaries in Oberfeld position appear in conjunction with Ersatzinfinitiv forms of past
participles for modal verbs such as können (instead of the expected past participle gekonnt) und müssen (instead of
the expected gemusst) as the ungrammaticality of (1d) and (1e) illustrates. There are at least two considerations that
make a diachronic corpus study of the Oberfeld worthwhile and significant: (i) starting with the work of Jacob Grimm,
German linguists have been wondering about the historical development of this construction and the curious interplay
between Oberfeld formation and the accompanying substitute infinitive forms, (ii) the empirical generalizations about
the range of verbs participating in the Oberfeld have been rather unclear and a matter of considerable controversy. In
many cases, such empirical generalizations have largely been based on grammaticality judgments of native
speakers. Considering corpus data and thereby broadening the empirical evidence appears to be a much-needed
extension of previous research. Such corpus evidence has not been available until very recently, due to the
unavailability of digital corpora with sufficient amounts of data and linguistic annotations. The availability of such
corpora as part of the Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN) has made it possible
to fill this gap.
The present study makes use of three linguistically annotated corpora: the Tübingen treebanks TüBa-D/Z (Telljohann
et al., 2004; Telljohann et al., 2012) and TüPP-D/Z (Müller, 2004) and the German Text Archive DTA (Geyken et al., 2011)
of historical texts hosted at the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences (BBAW). All three corpora are available in
electronic form and are accessible in the CLARIN research infrastructure, with the TüBa-D/Z and the DTA corpus
collection still under active development that is supported by CLARIN national funds.
A crucial aspect of the linguistic investigations concerns the interoperability of the treebanks and DTA resources
mentioned above. Since all resources involved share a common layer of part-of-speech annotation, using the same STTS
tag set (Schiller et al., 1999) for German, it becomes possible to search for the same patterns in all resources and thus
track linguistic change over more than four centuries back to the beginning of the early Modern High German period.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a more complete overview of the auxiliary
placement in the Oberfeld. Section 3 gives a short overview of previous studies of the same phenomena and compares
the methods used in previous research to the digital humanities perspective adopted in the present study. In section 4, the
three corpora used in this study will be introduced. Section 5 presents the empirical results of the corpus study and
interprets these results in a diachronic perspective. Section 6 summarizes the main results and indicates some directions
for future research.
2. Oberfeld placement of auxiliaries in German
This section gives an overview of Oberfeld formation for contemporary German as well as for earlier stages of Modern
High German. This overview covers the different tenses in which it occurs as well as the different classes of verbs that can
trigger Oberfeld formation. The construction occurs only with coherent infinitive constructions in the sense of Gunnar Bech
(1955/57). As mentioned above, the grammaticality judgments about the construction are subject to considerable
variation. This variation is mainly attributed to dialectal differences. The grammatical judgments reported in this section
follow those reported in Eisenberg et al. (2001), which presents the most comprehensive overview of the construction in
recent years. Other in-depth studies of this construction have been provided, inter alia, by Askedal (1991), Bech (1955/
57), and Härd (1981).
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2.1. Oberfeld formation in contemporary German
The examples in (2) illustrate seven different verb classes that enter into the coherent infinitive constructions in the
perfect tense in German.4 The reason for distinguishing these seven classes has to do with the following two factors: (i)
whether Oberfeld placement is obligatory or not, and (ii) whether the use of a substitute infinitive is obligatory or whether
an ‘ordinary’ past participle is also licit.
(2) a. dass sie {* arbeiten gekonnt hat / * arbeiten können hat /
that she work be able to has / work be able to has /
hat arbeiten können}.
has work be able to
‘that she was able to work.’
b. dass sie nicht {? arbeiten gebraucht hat / *arbeiten brauchen hat
that she not work needed has / work needed has
/ hat arbeiten brauchen}.
/ has work needed
‘that she did not need to work.’
c. dass sie ihn {arbeiten gelassen hat / arbeiten lassen hat /
that she him work let has / work let has
hat arbeiten lassen}.
has work let
‘that she let him work.’
d. dass sie ihn {arbeiten gesehen hat / arbeiten sehen hat /
that she him work see has / work see has /
hat arbeiten sehen}.
has work see
‘that she saw him work.’
e. dass sie {arbeiten gelernt hat / * arbeiten lernen hat /
that she work learnt has / work learnt has /
*hat arbeiten lernen}.
has work learnt
‘that she has learnt how to work.’
f. dass sie {sitzen geblieben ist / * sitzen bleiben ist /
that she sit remained is / sit remain is
*ist sitzen bleiben}.
is sit remained
‘that she remained seated.’
g. dass sie {arbeiten gegangen ist / * arbeiten gehen ist /
that she work gone is / work gone is /
*ist arbeiten gehen}.
is work gone
‘that she went to work.’
Apart from modal verbs such as können, as in (2a), it concerns the negated form of the auxiliary brauchen, as in (2b). In
both cases, the Oberfeld position of the finite auxiliary is obligatory. For the auxiliary lassen and perception verbs such as
sehen, as in (2c) and (2d), Oberfeld placement is considered optional, and both the substitute infinitive and the past
participle forms are admissible. For the remaining cases of coherent infinitive constructions in (2e--2g), Oberfeld
placement is ungrammatical, and only the past participle forms are possible.
In addition to the perfect tense, auxiliaries in Oberfeld position also occur in the pluperfect with forms of hatten (instead
of haben as in (2)) and in the future tense with forms of werden as in (3).
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4 The examples (2) and (3) are taken from Eisenberg et al. (2001:250). The verbs used in examples (2)--(5) should be interpreted as
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(3) a. dass sie {arbeiten können wird / wird arbeiten können}
that she work be able to will / will work be able to
‘that she will be able to work.’
b. dass sie nicht {arbeiten brauchen wird / wird arbeiten brauchen}
that she not work need will / will work need
‘that she will not need to work.’
c. dass sie ihn {arbeiten lassen wird / wird arbeiten lassen}.
that she him work let will / will work let
‘that she will let him work.’
d. dass sie ihn {arbeiten sehen wird / wird arbeiten sehen}.
that she him work see will / will work see
‘that she will see him work.’
e. dass sie {arbeiten lernen wird / wird arbeiten lernen}.
that she work learn will / will work learn
‘that she will learn how to work.’
f. dass sie {sitzen bleiben wird / wird sitzen bleiben}.
that she sit remain will / will sit remain
‘that she will remain seated.’
g. dass sie {arbeiten gehen wird / wird arbeiten gehen}.
that she work go will / will work go
‘that she will go work.‘
The grammaticality judgments presented in (3) differ from those shown in (2) for the perfect tense in two respects:
Oberfeld placement of word forms of werden is judged optional in all cases and grammatical for all seven verb classes
(see Eisenberg et al., 2001; Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1994 for more discussion). It should be noted that these
grammaticality judgments are not unequivocal among native speakers of German. Härd reports on the results of a
remarkably broad informant study that shows that Oberfeld placement is strongly preferred for modal verbs only. We will
return to this issue in more detail in sections 3 and 5.2.
In addition to forms of haben and werden, as in (2) and (3), finite forms modal verbs can also appear in Oberfeld
position, as shown in (4).
(4) dass er {muss arbeiten können / arbeiten können muss}.
that he must work be able to / work be able to must
‘that he must be able to work.’
As pointed out by Askedal (1991:9) and as illustrated in examples (2) and (3), Oberfeld formation of a finite verb is
triggered when it governs a bare infinitive. Askedal (1991:9) cites examples (5) and (6) as the only cases of Oberfeld
formation with a finite verb governing a zu-infinitive. The < operator in examples (5) and (6) is meant to signal that Oberfeld
placement is the less preferred option among the two alternatives.
(5) dass sie eine Absicht {glaubten verbergen zu können
that they an intent believed hide to be able to
< verbergen zu können glaubten}.
hide to be able to believed
‘that they believe to be able to hide an intent.’
(6) die der faschistischen Woge noch einen Damm {schienen
who the fascist wave still a dam appear
entgegensetzen zu können < entgegensetzen zu können
counter to be able to counter to be able to
schienen}.
appear
‘who seemed to still be able to counter the fascist wave with a dam.’
Examples (2)--(5) all concern verbal clusters with exactly three verbal elements. As has been noted in previous studies
(e.g. Ágel, 2001; Härd, 1981) and as will be confirmed by the present investigation, such three-element patterns pervade
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in attested corpus examples. It is therefore sensible and has been good practice in the literature (Ágel, 2001; Härd, 1981)
to separate three-element from four-element clusters. Examples of the latter are presented in (7) and will be discussed in
more detail in section 5.
(7) a. das Buch, das er wird haben lesen müssen.
the book that he will have read must
‘the book that he will have to have read.’
b. das Buch, das wird gelesen werden müssen.
the book that will read [Passive werden] must
‘the book that will have to be read.’
c. das Buch, das hat gelesen werden können.
the book that has read [Passive werden] can
‘the book that has been possible to be read.’
d. das Buch, das er wird prüfen lassen müssen.
the book that he will test let must
‘the book that he will have to have tested.’
e. das Buch, das er hat prüfen lassen müssen.
the book that he has test let must
‘the book that he had to have tested.’
f. womit wir werden leben lernen müssen.
with which we will live learn must
‘which we will have to learn how to live with.’
g. womit wir haben leben lernen müssen.
with which we have live learn must
‘which we had to learn how to live with.’
(7a) is an example in the future perfect tense, which will be discussed in section 5.2. (7b) and (7c) involve the passive voice in
the perfect and future tenses. In (4d--g) lassen and sehen are each modified by a modal auxiliary in the perfect and future
tenses.
In examples (2)--(4), the finite auxiliary appears either in initial or final position in ther verb cluster. den Besten and
Edmondson (1983) have pointed out that there are also cases where finite auxiliaries appear in the middle of the verbal
complex in a so-called Zwischenstellung (‘intermediate position’). i.e. to the right of the main verb and to the left of the non-
finite auxiliary in examples such as (8).
(8) a. dass er arbeiten hat können.
that he work has been able to
‘that he has been able to work.’
b. dass er arbeiten wird können.
that he work will be able to
‘that he will be able to work.’
c. dass er gewählt hätte werden können.
that he elected had [Passive werden] can
‘that he would have been able to be elected.’
d. dass er abgewählt wird werden können.
that he voted out will [Passive werden] can
‘that he will possibly be voted out of office.’
2.2. Oberfeld placement of modal verbs and of sein
In contemporary German, Oberfeld placement is restricted to forms of haben and werden, as shown in (2)--(3), modal
verbs, as in (4), and to scheinen and verbs of belief such as glauben and meinen, as shown in (5) and (6). In earlier periods
of German -- including earlier periods of Modern High German (MHG) -- finite forms of sein can also appear in the Oberfeld,
with passive constructions and modal infinitives included among the triggers. The examples in (9) are taken from the DTA
text collection and illustrate these cases.5
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(9) a. . . . als wenn es mit Wasser wäre begossen worden.
as if it with water was doused [Passive werden]
‘. . . as if it had been doused with water.’
Source: Chr. Reichard, Land- und Gartenschatzes, Vol. 1, 1753
b. . . . daß es gar schwerlich kan geheilet werden.
that it quite with difficulty can healed [Passive werden]
‘. . . that it can be healed with quite some difficulty.’
Source: J. L. Gottfried, Newe Welt Vnd Americanische
Historien, 1631.
c. . . . was der Sturm wird angerichtet haben.
what the storm will cause have
‘. . . what the storm will have caused.’
Source: B. von Arnim, Goethes Briefwechsel mit einem
Kinde, 1835
d. . . . daß es solte rechtfertigen können.
that it should justify be able to
‘. . . that it should be able to justify.’
Source: G. Arnold, Unpartheyische Kirchen- und Ketzer
-Historie, Vol. 2 (T. 3/4), 1700
Oberfeld placement of forms of sein and of modal verbs is shown in (9a) and in (9d), respectively. Passive constructions
act as triggers for Oberfeld formation in (9)a--c and the modal verb können in (9d).
Apart from the usage patterns of Oberfeld placement and Zwischenstellung attested for modern German, the origin
and the historical development of the construction are a matter of considerable interest and debate. The explanations
given in the literature range from morphosyntactic accounts (Grimm, 1837) to semantic ones (Eisenberg et al., 2001). The
hypothesis put forth by Jacob Grimm (1837:168) rests on the assumption of an accidental identity of the infinitival and past
participle forms of strong verbs, which had a tendency to drop their prefix ge-, thus resulting in past participle forms such as
lassen (rather than ge-lassen) that are identical to the infinitive. Grimm points out that the dropping of the ge- prefix is well
attested historically for highly frequent strong verbs such as heißen, lassen, and sehen. He considers this finding as
supporting evidence for his hypothesis concerning the origin of the construction.
3. Related work
The three text corpora used in this paper include texts from 1610 to 1990. Accordingly, the present study covers the
entire Modern High German (MHG) period and the late Early Modern High German (EMHG; 1350--1650) period. The
importance of viewing Oberfeld placement and the substitute infinitive from both a synchronic and diachronic perspective
has mostly recently been argued for by Sapp (2011), who underscores the importance of dialectal evidence as a window
for diachronic data and vice versa, and by Ágel (2001), who re-examines the validity of ordering principles for German
verbs proposed by Engel (1988) with the diachronic perspective offered by Härd (1981).
With its focus on Oberfeld placement, the present paper considers only subordinate clauses with clusters of three
or more verbs. This follows from the constraint on Oberfeld formation, which requires the presence of an Unterfeld with
at least two verbs. While the focus on three and four verb clusters is mandated by the construction under
consideration, an awareness of the parallel diachronic development of verb clusters with two verbs in subordinate
clauses is necessary and helpful. Such a parallel investigation of two verb clusters and of clusters consisting of three
or more verbs is offered, inter alia, by Härd and by Sapp. Härd (1981) presents a diachronic and synchronic study of
the word order properties of finite and non-finite verbs in German subordinate clauses that covers a period of more
than five hundred years. The study is empirical in nature and is based on corpus evidence that covers the entire period
under investigation. The corpus collection for the diachronic data comprises a total of 207 texts, evenly distributed over
four subperiods: 1485--1580, 1581--1710, 1711--1840, and 1841--1975. As in the present paper, the focus is on verb
clusters with three and four verbs.
Sapp (2011) investigates the German verbal complex in an even wider time window from Middle High German
(MHG; 1030--1350) to Contemporary German. His study includes verb clusters of two or more verbs and relies on
corpus evidence for the MHG and EMHG periods and on informant studies for different dialects for Contemporary
German. Sapp uses statistical modeling to determine the influence of a variety of grammatical, sociolinguistic, and
geographic factors on word order in the verbal complex. Since the metadata for the DTA and for the treebanks used
here do not include sociolinguistic and geographic information about the authors of individual works or articles in these
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collections, it is not possible to consider these factors in the present study. Among the grammatical factors considered
by Sapp, the influence of information structure and focus in particular plays an important role. While this information
can in principle by extracted from the DTA and the TüBa-D/Z and TüPP-D/Z treebanks, this would require further
linguistic analysis of the DTA in particular. The present study therefore focuses on the internal syntactic composition of
the verbal complex that are relevant for Oberfeld formation. It shares this emphasis with the work of Härd, who
distinguishes a total of 16 different subtypes of verbal complexes of three and four verbs that exhibit Oberfeld
formation. All of these subtypes are also in the scope of the present study.
From a diachronic perspective, the development of the verbal complex up to the 16th century is relevant as a starting
point for the further development of Oberfeld formation studied here. As Härd and Sapp both point out, the word order
properties of verbal complexes are highly dependent on its internal composition. While the majority of two-verb complexes
tend to exhibit final position of the finite verb, three-verb clusters favor initial (Oberfeld) placement of the finite verb. As
Sapp and Prell (Prell, 2001) show, final position of finite verbs in two-verb clusters dates back at least to MHG, with a
continuum from passive, perfect constructions, to modals in decreasing order of favoring final position of the finite verb,
which Behaghel (1924) attributes to influence from Latin.
The findings for three-verb clusters are not as a robust yet for MHG, due to the lack of data, but are supported by
sufficient amounts of corpus data for the EMHG period. As is the case for two verb clusters, there is a continuum for three-
verb clusters for EMHG, with double-infinitive constructions, including Ersatzinfinitives, showing a stronger preference for
Oberfeld placement in three-verb clusters than participial constructions. The sein-perfect of passives is the only type of
three-verb cluster in the EMHG period, where cluster-final placement outranks Oberfeld placement. It is important to note
that the corpus collection Härd considered for the subperiod of 1450--1580 contains a small number (17) of corpus
examples where the finite forms of haben follow the Ersatzinfinitiv and occur in clause-final position. However, such cases
are no longer found in any of the later subperiods considered by Härd.
The Zwischenstellung is also well attested among three-verb clusters for the EMHG period, especially for the sein-
perfect of passives, for werden-passives, and to a lesser extent for cases of the Ersatzinfinitiv. According to Härd’s corpus
data, the Zwischenstellung actually represents the most preferred word order for the two types of passive constructions.
For the period of 1581--1710, Härd’s findings show an emerging norm for final position of finite verbs in two-verb clusters,
irrespective of syntactic construction. Final position in three-verb clusters, is gaining in relative frequency, especially for
modal verbs, but Oberfeld placement remains the preferred option. Forms of werden continue to show a preference for
Oberfeld placement. Ellipsis of finite forms of sein and haben, the latter in the presence of an Ersatzinfinitiv, is a characteristic
trait of this period. At the same time, the Zwischenstellung, while still attested, is declining as a third placement option for the
finite verb. During the period of 1711--1840, final position of the finite verb has become the preferred option for finite forms of
sein with worden-passives and for finite modal verbs with werden-passives. By contrast, double-infinitive constructions
strongly favor Oberfeld formation. For double-infinitive constructions that involve a modal infinitive, including the
Ersatzinfinitiv, final placement of the finite verb is no longer attested in the corpus data examined by Härd for this period.
The gradual change and trends witnessed in the previous three time periods examined by Härd continue during the
period of 1841--1975. The three-verb clusters all show a strong preference for final placement of the finite verb, with the
exception of the Ersatzinfinitiv and forms of werden governing modal infinitives. The four-verb cluster all have, without
exception, final placement of the finite verb. There are also no attested cases of Zwischenstellung for three- and four-verb
clusters for this period in Härd’s corpus collection.
In addition to his corpus study, Härd conducted an informant study for the synchronic data, involving an impressive
number of 390 informants. Here, native speakers of German were asked to provide acceptability ratings for authentic
corpus examples taken from a variety of then contemporary German newspaper articles published in the German
Democratic Republic (GDR), in the Federal Republic of Germany (GDR), Austria and Switzerland. These acceptability
ratings yield a clear difference between the Oberfeld placement of finite forms of werden when they govern modal
verbs and when they govern the other verb classes under consideration. Among Härd’s informants, 245 informants
(62.8%) rate a finite auxiliary placed in the Oberfeld and governing a modal infinitive as correct and a finite auxiliary
governing a modal infinitive in clause-final position as unaccceptable.6 Another 75 informants (19.2%) consider the
Oberfeld placement of a finite auxiliary in this configuration as correct and the clause-final placement as possible. By
contrast, if a finite form of werden governs lassen, the judgements are markedly different: 255 informants (65.4%)
judge clause-final position of the finite form of werden as correct and Oberfeld placement only as possible. An
additional 55 informants (14.1%) consider only clause-final placement as correct and Oberfeld placement as
unacceptable. Härd’s diachronic data show that the contrast between Oberfeld placement of forms of werden with
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modal infinitives and clause-final position with lassen is a fairly recent phenomenon, in evidence only in the period
starting with 1841.
The present paper is more limited in scope than diachronic studies which do not restrict their investigation to Oberfeld
phenomena and Ersatzinfinitive and to the period of MHG and late ENHG. Sapp (2011) examines verbal complexes of
any kind in subordinate clauses. Hammarström (1923) and Maurer (1926) consider the historical development of verbal
complexes in all clause types of German for the entire period of ENHG, with Maurer’s study additionally taking dialectal
differences into account.
The main difference between the current approach and previous studies concerns the use of large electronically
available corpora. Previous studies, especially in the area of diachrony, of course, also utilize corpus evidence, albeit
typically texts available as print materials. This makes corpus work not only more arduous, but typically also leads to a
much smaller set of data. As will be shown in section 5.1, the availability of very large data sets is, however, in some cases
crucial for relatively rare syntactic phenomena such Oberfeld placement and the substitute infinitive.
The present study focuses on German only and does not consider the construction in the context of verb placement in
the Germanic languages more widely. Schmid (2005) presents a recent study of the latter kind that considers the
substitute infinitive in West Germanic more generally and includes different regional variants of German, in particular a
range of Swiss German dialects, as well as different dialects of Dutch. While such a wider perspective is undoubtedly
relevant and may point to interesting theoretical considerations such as the optimality-theoretic account offered by
Schmid, it can currently not be supported by electronic corpora of sufficient size for the different languages and variants
involved and thus does not fit the corpus-linguistic methodology deemed necessary and pursued here. The lack of
availability of (electronic) corpora of sufficient size also precludes a diachronic study that extends further back than the
early 17th century. Since among others, Grimm and Behaghel (Behaghel, 1924) have pointed out that the substitute
infinitive is attested as early as in texts from the 13th and 14th century, the DTA corpus can only provide evidence about a
construction that had previously entered the language.
4. The TüBa-D/Z, TüPP-D/Z and DTA corpora
The present corpus study makes use of three linguistically annotated corpora: the Tübingen treebanks TüBa-D/Z and
TüPP-D/Z of newspaper texts from the 1990s as well as the German Text Archive DTA. This choice of corpora was
motivated by the following considerations: (i) taken together, the three corpora span the period of 1610 to the end of the
20th century, (ii) the three corpora represent different text types -- newspaper texts in the case of the two treebanks and a
mixture of genres in the DTA that include literary texts, historical newspapers, and scholarly texts, and (iii) the three
corpora differ significantly in size, ranging from 1.56 million tokens for the version of the TüBa-D/Z used in the present
corpus experiments, 111.65 million tokens for the DTA, and 204.4 million tokens for the TüPP-D/Z. This difference in size
provides the opportunity of estimating the amount of corpus data required to obtain a critical mass of data instances for
the Oberfeld formation construction.
4.1. The Tübingen treebank of written German
The TüBa-D/Z treebank is an annotated German newspaper corpus based on data taken from the daily issues of ‘die
tageszeitung’ (taz). Release 9.1 of the TüBa-D/Z, which was published in December 2014 and which was used for this
study, comprises 85,358 sentences (1,569,916 tokens) from 3444 newspaper articles.
Fig. 1 illustrates the annotation layers of part-of-speech annotation and syntactic annotation, including the annotation
of the Oberfeld.
Fig. 1 shows the tree for the sentence Kwasniewski hatte somit keinen Gegenpart, gegen den er hätte antreten
können. (‘Kwasniewski therefore did not have a counterpart against whom he would have been able to run’). In this
sentence, the finite auxiliary hätte appears in the Oberfeld to the left of the verbal complex (VC) antreten können in a
relative clause that is labeled as R-SIMPX.
The terminal nodes in the TüBa-D/Z are labeled with part of speech tags taken from the STTS tag set. Non-terminal
nodes of the tree include maximal projections of lexical categories such as ADVX (adverbial phrase), NX (noun phrase),
and PX (prepositional phrase), but also a layer of topological fields such as VF (Vorfeld), LK (Linke Klammer), MF
(Mittelfeld), VC (Verbkomplex), and NF (Nachfeld). Topological fields in the sense of Höhle (1986), Herling (1821), and
Drach (1937) are widely used in descriptive studies of German syntax. Such fields constitute an intermediate layer of
analysis above the level of individual phrases and below the clause level.
Following Bech (1955/57), the TüBa-D/Z reserves a special topological field for auxiliaries in Oberfeld position. This
topological field is named VCE (short for: Verbkomplexerweiterung) and dominates the preterminal labels of auxiliaries in
the Oberfeld in subordinate clauses.
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Fig. 1. Oberfeld annotation in the TüBa-D/Z.
Apart from syntactic phrase labels and topological fields, the syntactic annotation layer of the TüBa-D/Z also includes
grammatical function information. Grammatical functions are annotated as edge labels that connect nodes labeled with
syntactic categories. Grammatical function labels include HD (short for: head of a phrase) and nominal complement labels
ON and OA, OD, and OG (short for: nominative, accusative, dative, and genitive complements), MOD (short for: modifier)
and OA-MOD (short for: modifier of an accusative complement). Table 3.8 on page 18 of the TüBa-D/Z Stylebook (Telljohann
et al., 2012) presents a complete overview of all grammatical functions that are distinguished in the TüBa-D/Z treebank.
Each word token in the TüBa-D/Z is annotated by the contextually appropriate part of speech tag, which is taken from
the STTS tagset. The information summarized in Table 1 is taken from Schiller et al. (1999) and presents the set of STTS
tags that are of primary relevance for the present study of Oberfeld formation and substitute infinitives. Each tag shown in
Table 1 is accompanied by a verbal expression that illustrates the intended use of the tag.
The STTS tagset distinguishes between main verbs (VV), auxiliaries (VA) and modal verbs (VM) and further
discriminates between finite verb forms (FIN), imperatives (IMP), bare infinitives (INF), and past participles (PP). The
STTS guidelines include clear instructions for the tagging of substitute infinitive forms. Such forms are to be tagged as
infinitives of modal verbs (VMINF).7
The TüBa-D/Z is part of the CLARIN infrastructure and can be queried using the TüNDRA (short for: Tübingen
aNnotated Data Retrieval Application; Martens, 2013) web application. The TüNDRA query language is modeled after the
TIGERSearch (König and Lezius, 2003) query tool and, therefore, supports fine-grained queries of syntactic structure,
including dominance and precedence relations. The web application TüNDRA is accessible as part of the CLARIN
infrastructure, via the Shibboleth authentification and authorization (AAI) protocol, a standards-based, open source
software for web single sign-on across or within organizational boundaries. Shibboleth (http://shibboleth.net/) has been
adopted as the AAI standard by CLARIN so as to allow users to access CLARIN resources and tools using the login
credentials of their home institution.
4.2. The Tübingen partially parsed corpus of written German
The TüPP-D/Z (Tübingen Partially Parsed Corpus of Written German) corpus uses as its data source the Scientific
Edition of the taz German daily newspaper,8 which includes articles from September 2, 1986 up to May 7, 1999. The
corpus consists of 11,512,293 sentences with a total of 204,425,497 tokens. All sentences have been automatically
annotated with clause structure, topological fields, and chunks, as well as parts of speech and morphological ambiguity
classes. The texts are processed automatically, starting from paragraph, sentence, word form, and token
segmentation. A more in-depth description of the linguistic annotation can be found in the TüPP-D/Z stylebook
(Müller, 2004), and information about the actual XML encoding of linguistic annotation can be found in the TüPP-D/Z
markup guide (Ule, 2005). As is the case for the TüBa-D/Z, the TüPP-D/Z is accessible in the CLARIN infrastructure via
the TüNDRA query tool.
Fig. 2 provides an example of the syntactic annotation of the Oberfeld in the TüPP-D/Z. As in the case of the TüBa-D/Z, the
Oberfeld position is identified in the TüPP-D/Z by the special tag VCE. Fig. 2 shows the tree for the underlined part of
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Table 1
STTS tags for main verbs, auxiliaries, and modals.
STTS tag Example
VVFIN [du] gehst, [wir] kommen [an]
VVIMP komm [!]
VVINF ankommen
VVIZU anzukommen, loszulassen
VVPP gegangen, angekommen
VAFIN [du] bist, [wir] werden
VAIMP sei [ruhig !]
VAINF werden, sein
VAPP gewesen
VMFIN dürfen
VMINF wollen
VMPP [er hat] gekonnt
7 See Schiller et al. (1999, section 3.4.2), where the Ersatzinfinitive is illustrated by the example er hat kommen wollen, with wollen tagged as
VMINF.
8 www.taz.de
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ROOT
PC VCRE
CF NC NC NC VCEAF VCRMIVI
bis
Lemma bis
PoS KOUS
Extra
Slemma bis
sie
Lemma sie
PoS PPER
Extra
Slemma sie
einen
Lemma ein
PoS ART
Extra
Slemma ein
Ter min
Lemma Termin
PoS NN
Extra
Slemma Termin
beim
Lemma beim
PoS APPRART
Extra
Slemma beim
Arbeitsamt
Lemma Arbeits=Amt
PoS NN
Extra
Slemma Arbeits=Amt
habe
Lemma haben
PoS VAFIN
Extra
Slemma haben
vergeben
Lemma vergeben
PoS VV INF
Extra
Slemma vergeben
können
Lemma können
PoS VMINF
Extra
Slemma können
Fig. 2. Oberfeld annotation in the TüPP-D/Z.
sentence Es habe im Schnitt bis zu drei Monate gedauert, bis sie einen Termin beim Arbeitsamt habe vergeben können,
sagte sie. (‘It took on average three months until she was able to offer an appointment at the employment office, she said.’). In
the case of the TüPP-D/Z, the VCE tag is further specified by the subtype of auxiliary in Oberfeld position. Since the auxiliary
habe is of type finite in the sentence in Fig. 2, the tag VCEAF is used, with the AF suffix as an abbreviation for ‘finite auxiliary’.
4.3. The German text archive (DTA)
The German text archive (DTA) contains texts ranging from 1610 to 1900. The texts have been digitized and
transliterated, using a high-precision double-keying method. The archive is still under construction. The version used for
the present study dates from January 07, 2016 and consists of 120,953,745 lexical tokens with 861,900,128 Unicode
characters that are taken from 515,670 digitized pages and 2192 different published works. The texts represent different
genres, including novels and other literary works, scientific and journalistic texts.9
The linguistic annotation of the DTA is at the level of individual word forms. It includes lemmatization, part-of-speech
information, and spelling normalization. The latter is very important for historical German texts due to the lack of spelling
norms in previous centuries. The part-of-speech and lemma information is sufficient to define highly reliable search
patterns for the DTA text collection, using the query syntax provided by the online search tool available on the DTA
webpage. More information about the query syntax is available online.10
Fig. 3 presents a screenshot of the DTA graphical user interface available as a web application in the CLARIN
infrastructure.
The corpus examples that match a particular query are rendered in a keyword-in-context representation, with the exact
matches of the query term highlighted in red for each example. Each corpus example is tagged by its bibliographical
reference and linked to the relevant portion of the corresponding facsimile. This systematic linking of object data and
metadata, which is facilitated by the use of persistent identifiers in the CLARIN research infrastructure, also makes it
possible to generate and visualize statistics of the temporal distribution and the relative frequency of DTA data for a
particular query. This capability will be exploited in the current study in order to track the historical development and
dynamics of Oberfeld formation in section 5.
4.4. Interoperability of annotation and construction-specific corpus queries
The interoperability of the linguistic annotation in the three corpora is of utmost importance for the present study. This
interoperability is ensured by the use of the same tag set, STTS, in the DTA and in the two treebanks. This makes it
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Fig. 3. DTA query interface.
9 More information about the genres represented in the DTA is given at http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/web/doku/textauswahl
10 http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/doku/DDC-suche_hilfe
possible to use the same sequences of STTS part-of-speech labels in the queries in all three corpora. The STTS tags
relevant for the construction at hand are those shown in Table 1. Moreover, all three corpora under consideration include
lemma and part-of-speech information. The query languages of the TüNDRA tool used for searching the two treebanks
and the query language for the DTA support these levels of annotation. Therefore this information can be used in all
corpus queries, with the use of the STTS tagset for part-of-speech annotation in all three corpora ensuring comparability of
the results.
The topological field annotation present in the syntactic annotation of the TüBa-D/Z and TüPP/D-Z treebanks makes it
possible to further restrict the TüNDRA queries by the VCE tag, which marks the Oberfeld position and which is present
only in subordinate clauses.
(10) #1:[cat=‘‘VCE’’] > [cat=‘‘VXFIN’’] > [lemma=/werden%aux/ &
‘pos=‘‘VAFIN’’] & #1. #2:[pos=/VVINF/] & #2. #3:[lemma=/lassen/]
The query in (10) is used to search in the TüBa-D/Z for instances of finite forms of werden in Oberfeld position, followed by
an infinitival form of a full verb (VVINF) and by lassen. The query specifies three items, each identified by a hash-tag
variable and linked to each other by the binary dot operator of immediate precedence. Query (10) specifies as item #1 a
local tree dominated by the syntactic category VCE, which immediately dominates a pre-terminal node labeled VXFIN,
which in turn dominates the terminal node for finite-auxiliary (VAFIN) forms of the lemma werden. The TüBa-D/Z
annotation distinguishes the auxiliary and the passive use of the lemma werden. Hence, the regular expression, which is
required for the encoding of strings in the TüNDRA query language, includes the suffix %aux in the TüBa-D/Z query (10).
Since the DTA does not include syntactic annotations, the DTA query in (11), which corresponds to TüBa-D/Z query
(7), makes reference only to lemma and part-of-speech information.
(11) ‘‘werden with $p = VAFIN $p = VVINF lassen with $p = VVINF’’
Notice also the differences in the query language. Immediate precedence is specified by the quotation marks flanking the
query terms werden with $p = VAFIN, $p = VVINF, and lassen with $p = VVINF. Due to the lack of syntactic information,
the query actually is too general in that it will match sequences in all clause-types of German and not only in subordinate
clauses. In particular, the query in (11) will also retrieve verb-second main clauses or yes/no questions without a Mittelfeld.
In practice, the false positives for DTA queries do not pose a significant problem. As described in section 5, many of the
corpus matches for the DTA are in a frequency range that allows manual post-inspection. For those cases, where a
complete manual verification was not feasible, e.g. for the number of instances of werden and haben with können,
müssen, and lassen (see section 5), manual inspection of random samples of at least 10% of the DTA corpus examples
were performed, using the random sampling functionality of the DTA query tool. The random samples include all DTA text
genres and are obtained for the specific time period covered by the query: either for the entire DTA period or for the three
one-hundred-year subperiods of the DTA. Examination of these random samples show that the false positives make up no
more than 5% of the data. By contrast, the query in (10) is appropriately restricted to subordinate clauses since a finite
auxiliary in first or second position is dominated by the topological field label LK (short for: linke Klammer) in the TüBa-D/Z.
Apart from the expressivity and accuracy of the corpus queries used to retrieve relevant instances of the construction,
the reliability of the corpus study is dependent on the quality of the linguistic annotations of the corpora under
consideration. The TüBa-D/Z was manually annotated, using the Annotate (Brants and Plaehn, 2000) tool, whose
functionality includes automatic consistency checks of various kinds and which thereby supports consistent and high-
quality annotations. Furthermore, all TüBa-D/Z annotations that were performed by research assistants were further
examined and if necessary post-corrected by a very experienced German syntactician. As a result, the annotations are
essentially error-free. The other two corpora (DTA and TüPP/D-Z) were annotated by purely automatic means and, due to
their size, without subsequent human post-correction. It is, therefore, important to optimize the corpus queries in such a
way that noise resulting from annotation errors is reduced and the corpus queries themselves are formulated at the right
level of generality. Generally speaking, the amount of annotation error depends on the level of annotation. Word-level
annotations such as lemmatization or part-of-speech tagging can be performed more reliably by automatic methods than
syntactic annotations at the phrase and sentence level.
Müller (2005) presents an evaluation of the annotation quality of the TüPP-D/Z, using the TüBa-D/Z manual
annotations as a gold standard. This is a meaningful evaluation since the TüBa-D/Z corpus data are a proper subset of the
TüPP-D/Z corpus. Müller’s evaluation covers all relevant levels of linguistic annotation, in particular the chunk and
topological field levels, which are highly relevant for the Oberfeld data considered in the present paper. Evaluation results
are reported on both gold and on automatically assigned part-of-speech tags for the TüBa-D/Z portion of the TüPP-D/Z.
Since the TüPP-D/Z annotation is based on automatically assigned part-of-speech tags, the evaluation results for this
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setting are the most relevant for the present concerns. For all chunk and topological field labels, Müller reports an average
precision of 90.17% and an average recall of 90.86%, resulting in an average F1 of 90.51. Recall, precision, and F1 score
for the topological field labels LK and VC exceed these averages with a precision of 97.39% and 90.95%, recall of 96.08%
and 94.49%, and F1 scores of 96.73 and 92.68, respectively. Due to data sparseness in the gold standard data, Müller
does not include the VCE label in his evaluation. As explained in section 4.2, this VCE label is assigned to auxiliaries in
Oberfeld position. Since the VCE label occurs as an immediate left sister of the VC field, the scores for the VCE label are in
all likelihood of similar quality. This is due to the well-known high reliability of assigning correct local syntactic structures by
finite state methods, which are employed in the parser used in the automatic annotation of the TüPP-D/Z corpus. While
Müller’s evaluation provides a good indication of the over-all quality of the TüPP-D/Z annotation, a more in-depth
evaluation of the Oberfeld annotation is called for. Following Müller’s strategy, this in-depth evaluation uses all Oberfeld
occurrences of the TüBa-D/Z portion of the TüPP-D/Z as a gold standard. The sentences that contain these Oberfeld data
were extracted from the TüBa-D/Z, using the TüNDRA query [cat=‘‘VCE’’]. The string yields of these Oberfeld data points
together with their associated verbal complexes were then used to harvest from the TüPP-D/Z corpus as a whole a test
corpus with a total of 1172 sentences that contain these string yields. Of these 1172 sentences, 1122 sentences are
subordinate clauses, which contain Oberfeld data, and 50 sentences are V2 main clauses. This TüPP-D/Z test corpus
was used to construct a set of TüNDRA queries that cover all Oberfeld sentences in this corpus. These queries are shown
in Table 2.
Table 2 shows a total of 23 queries. Taken together, the queries provide 100% recall over all instances in the TüPP-D/Z
test corpus. All queries correctly assign the topological field of right verbal bracket (VCR) as the dominating node of the
linguistic tokens following the Oberfeld. The queries differ in the verb classes that form the right bracket. The suffix of the
VCR label indicates what verb classes the verbal complex consists of. The first two characters of this suffix identify the
verbal category of its rightmost daughter as the head constituent as follows: MI, if the head is tagged as a modal infinitive,
or VI, if the head is tagged as an infinitival main verb such as lassen or sehen. Since the TüPP-D/Z was automatically
tagged and hence contains tagging errors, the head of the verbal complex is sometimes erroneously tagged as a finite
verb form. In order to accommodate for such errors, queries with MF and VF as the first two characters of the VCE suffix,
as in need to be included. These queries are included in Table 2 as (c)--(e), (j)--(m), and (s)--(u). The remaining characters
of the VCE suffix indicate how many additional constituents are present in the verbal complex, with two characters for
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Table 2
TüPP Queries for TüPP-D/Z test corpus.
Queries Recall Precision
a. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIVI’’] 46.26% 100%
b. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIAI’’] 16.22% 100%
c. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMFVI’’] 0.09% 100%
d. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMFAI’’] 0.27% 100%
e. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMF{AIVPjVIVP}’’] 0.98% 100%
f. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRVIVI’’] 12.57% 100%
g. [cat=‘‘VCEAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRVIVP’’] 0.18% 100%
Subtotal: recall for VCEAF queries 76.57%
h. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIVI’’] 3.57% 100%
i. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIAI’’] 3.30% 100%
j. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMFVI’’] 0.09% 100%
k. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMFAI’’] 0.00%
l. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCLVF’’] 0.53% 100%
m. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMF{AIVP j VIVP}’’] 0.00%
n. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRVIVI’’] 1.43% 100%
o. [cat=‘‘VCRAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRVIVP’’] 0.53% 100%
p. [cat=‘‘VCRAFVP’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIAI’’] 0.18% 100%
Subtotal: recall for VCRAF queries 9.63%
q. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIVI’’] 5.61% 65.63%
r. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMIAI’’] 5.08% 96.61%
s. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMFVI’’] 0.00%
t. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMFAI’’] 0.27% 100%
u. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRMF{AIVP j VIVP}’’] 0.35% 100%
v. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRVIVI’’] 2.49% 65.11%
w. [cat=‘‘VLAF’’]. [cat=‘‘VCRVIVP’’] 0.00%
Subtotal: recall for VLAF queries 13.80%
Total: recall for all queries 100.00%
each such constituent. The abbreviations for these constituents are MI (for modal infinitive), VI (for infinitival main verb), AI
(for infinitival non-modal auxiliary such as sein and werden), and VP (for past-participle main verb).
With the exception of query (p), all queries in Table 2 retrieve finite auxiliaries (AF) as the only constituent in Oberfeld
position immediately followed by a verbal complex (VCE) as the right bracket of a subordinate clause. Queries (e), (m),
and (u) require that this verbal complex has exactly three constituents, while the other queries retrieve a finite auxiliary in
the Oberfeld that immediately precedes a verbal complex with two constituents. For query (p) to match, the Oberfeld has
to consist of exactly two constituents. This query therefore retrieves cases of the Zwischenstellung. In sum, the test corpus
contains all relevant syntactic patterns for finite auxiliaries discussed in section 5. For modal verbs in Oberfeld position,
which are the topic of section 5.3, the same query set as in rows h.-w. of Table 2 can be used, with the labels VCRAF and
VLAF replaced by VCRMF and VLMF, respectively.
The queries in Table 2 show that the automatical topological field annotation of the TüPP-D/Z assigns three different
topological field labels to the Oberfeld in the TüPP-D/Z test corpus. The correct field label VCE is assigned in 76.57% of all
cases and can be retrieved with 100% precision. In 9.63% of all Oberfeld data, the right sentence bracket label VCR is
assigned with 100% precision. The VCE and VCR labels jointly account for 86.20% of all Oberfeld data and do so with
100% precision in the test corpus, meaning that these data do not contain a single instance of a V2 clause. This 100%
precision for the Oberfeld with VCE and VCR labels was confirmed by random sampling of the data points in the TüPP-D/Z
as a whole.
It is instructive to compare the results for the TüPP-D/Z test corpus with Müller’s evaluation of the topological field
annotation for the TüPP-D/Z as a whole. For the VC label, Müller reports a precision of 90.95%, a recall of 94.49%, and an
F1 score of 92.68. Table 2 shows that the results for the VC label need to be further broken down for the Oberfeld
construction VCR and the VCE labels. With a precision of 100%, a recall of 99.47% and an F1 score of 99.73 the results for
the VCR label in the Oberfeld construction far exceed Müller’s results for all syntactic constructions found in the TüPP-D/Z.
For the VCE label, recall is much lower at 76.57%, but more importantly with perfect recall of 100%.
The only queries that need to be manually verified are those where the finite auxiliary is erroneously assigned the label
VCLAF. Such errors arise due to the complexity of the newspaper data. With an average sentence length of close to 19
words per sentence, many sentences contain multiple clauses. This poses a problem for finite state parsers, which can
often not deal reliably with recursive structures and thus for the case at hand mistake the Oberfeld construction in a
subordinate clause with a V2 clause that can exhibit the same linearization pattern of verbal lexical tokens. The results of
the TüPP-D/Z test corpus show, however, that such errors are restricted to particular queries and affect less than 14% of
all Oberfeld data. More specifically, precision drops to around 65% for only two queries, which jointly account for 8.10% of
all Oberfeld data in the TüPP-D/Z test corpus. This means that the amount of manual postinspection of the TüNDRA
queries required for high highly accurate data mining is altogether feasible.
The linguistic annotations of the DTA corpus were also performed completely automatically. Since the DTA does
not include any linguistic annotations beyond the word level, only two annotation layers are used in the present study:
lemmatization and part-of-speech labels. Since the DTA consists of historical text documents, spelling variation
constitutes a considerable challenge for annotation and querying alike. Accordingly, spelling canonicalization, i.e. the
conversion to ‘‘canonical’’ contemporary orthography, has been an important issue in the construction of the DTA
corpus collection -- see Jurish (2014) for an in-depth discussion of the phenomena and technical solutions involved.
Since all DTA documents were created by a high-quality, double keying method, transliteration errors from the printed
or digitized document are minimized. Spelling normalization for all text documents is performed on a token-by-token
basis, i.e., for each corpus occurrence of a particular word form, rather than by a type-based method that would
abstract from individual occurrences and their linguistic contexts (Jurish, 2010). Token-based spelling canonicaliza-
tion makes it possible to consider the linguistic context of each word form token, including the part-of-speech labels of
surrounding words. As a result, part-of-speech tagging in the DTA is actually performed in the service of spelling
canonicalization. Part-of-speech tagging of all DTA text documents was performed automatically by a Hidden-Markov-
Model tagger described in Jurish (2003). The quality of the spelling canonicalization was evaluated against a manually
annotated gold standard of DTA data published between 1780 and 1880, consisting of 152,776 tokens and 17,417
distinct word forms. This evaluation yielded an extremely high harmonic recall-precision average F1 score of 99.4 for
all tokens. Once the spelling of a token has been canonicalized, the TAGH lemmatizer (Geyken and Hanneforth, 2006)
for contemporary German spelling associates each token with its lemma. Geyken and Hanneforth (2006) report a
recognition rate of 99.1% for the archive of Die ZEIT (40 m tokens). The evaluations of the spelling canonicalization
and of the lemmatizer jointly imply that the recall and precision of word tokens and lemmatization of the DTA are
extremely reliable.
The quality of the HMM tagger used for part-of-speech tagging of DTA texts has, to the best of my knowledge, not been
evaluated against a test corpus of DTA documents. The only published evaluation of this tagger is reported by Jurish
(2003). It used the 90% of the NEGRA corpus (Skut et al., 1997), a corpus of contemporary German newspaper articles,
for training and the remaining 10% for testing and yielded accuracy of 95.19%. However, the score of this evaluation
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cannot be generalized to the expected performance of the same tagger on the DTA corpus, since a tagging model trained
and tested on synchronic data may well degrade when applied to diachronic data.
In the absence of published evaluation results for the HMM tagger on the DTA data themselves, one has to rely on the
observed accuracy of the part-of-speech tags assigned to the results of the DTA queries for the particular construction at
issue in this paper. After manual inspection of most of the queries presented in section 5, the observed accuracy of the
part-of-speech tags automatically assigned to the tokens involved in the Oberfeld formation appears to match the
accuracy of the tagger reported for the NEGRA corpus. There are two explanations for this observed behavior of the
tagger: (i) on average, verbal tokens tend to have a lower ambiguity rate concerning word class membership compared to
tokens in other major word classes, and even more importantly, the sequence of verbal tokens in the verbal complex
obeys rather local constraints that HMM taggers are well adapted to. In keeping with these observations, the tagging
errors from verbal complexes that can be observed in the DTA tend to limited to cases where the lexical probability heavily
outweighs the transition probability of a given bigram or trigram. A typical examples of this kind is the mistagging of the
modal auxiliary mögen as a finite modal auxiliary (VMFIN; instead of the correct VMINF tag) in subordinate clauses such
as dass ich oft hätte bersten mögen (’that I often would have liked to burst.‘).11
5. Corpus query results
This section presents the quantitative results of the corpus queries in the three linguistically annotated corpora
described in the previous section. The results include all synchronic data described in section 2 as well as the diachronic
data discussed in section 3. Sections 5.1--5.3 address Oberfeld placement of finite forms of haben, of werden and of
modal verbs. The DTA results for the Oberfeld placement of sein in worden-passives and for ellipsis of sein in worden-
passives are presented in section 5.4. The Zwischenstellung of finite auxiliaries is the topic of section 5.5. Section 5.6
reports on the findings of Oberfeld formation with zu-infinitives.
5.1. Oberfeld placement of forms of haben
This section surveys the Oberfeld placement of haben in two types of three-verb clusters (see Tables 3--5) and in two
types of four-verb clusters (see Table 6). The three verb-clusters involve the Ersatzinfinitive and the double infinitives of
main verbs that are illustrated in examples (2b--g). In the four-verb clusters haben governs a modal-infinitive which in turn
selects for a werden-passive or for two double infinitives of main verbs.
Table 3 summarizes the results for the Oberfeld placement of forms of haben with an Ersatzinfinitiv of a modal verb in a
three-verb cluster. Each cell reports the average number of occurrences per 1 million tokens followed by the absolute
number of occurrences in the corpus in question
Table 3 confirms the grammaticality judgments reported by Eisenberg et al. (2001) and presented above in section 2.
The treebanks do not contain a single instance where forms of haben are not placed in Oberfeld position. Since the
patterns are uniform, Table 3 does not offer individual results for different modal verbs. The relative frequency of the six
modal verbs is, however, far from uniform. For the TüPP-D/Z, the relative frequencies are as follows: können 56.78%,
müssen 20.06%, wollen 10.38%, sollen 8.70%, dürfen 3.76%, and mögen 0.32%. The DTA exhibits the following
distribution: können 49.89%, müssen 15.61%, wollen 17.24%, sollen 10.52%, dürfen 2.33%, and mögen 0.44%.
For lassen, the usage patterns found in the two treebanks clearly diverge from the grammaticality judgments that all
three patterns are acceptable. The same pattern of obligatory Oberfeld and substitute infinitive is also found in the DTA.
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Table 3
Oberfeld placement of haben with Ersatzinfinitiv.
DTA TüPP-D/Z TüBa-D/Z
haben VVINF {können,müssen,
dürfen,wollen,sollen,mögen}
46.02 10,464 28.90 5907 19.75 31
* VVINF {gekonnt,gemusst,gedurft,
gewollt,gesollt,gemocht} haben
0.02 6 0.00 0 0.00 0
* VVINF {können,müssen,dürfen,
wollen,sollen,mögen} haben
0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
11 DTA corpus example from: Bräker, Ulrich: Lebensgeschichte und natürliche Ebentheuer des Armen Mannes im Tockenburg. Edited by H. H.
Füßli. Zürich, 1789.
The fact that lassen and sehen are used with high frequency in the DTA and that the ordinary participial forms gelassen
and gesehen are hardly attested in the DTA also confirms Grimm’s observation that these verbs had a tendency to drop
their ge- prefixes, thus resulting in an identity of form between the infinitive and the participle. It appears that this usage
pattern is firmly established by the 17th century, the earliest period covered by the DTA. In fact, the use of such
Ersatzinfinitives has already spread to modal auxiliaries, as the usage patterns for modals in Table 3 shows. This
empirical finding is at least consistent with Grimm’s view (Grimm, 1837:169) that the construction dates back in time to the
13th/14th century and that it arose as a contact phenomenon with the Dutch language.
For the perception verbs, the DTA contains a small set of 63 instances of past participles followed by forms of haben in
clause-final position. These data points (3 instances for the 17th century, 22 for the 17th, and 38 for the 18th century) are
gradually increasing over the time period covered by the DTA, with an average number of 0.30 per 1 million tokens. It is
noteworthy that the ratio between Oberfeld and clause-final placement for perception verbs is much less skewed in the
TüPP/D-Z, which suggests that synchronically the perception verbs are not as strong an Oberfeld formation trigger
compared to the other verb classes included in Table 4. No corpus data were obtained for the nicht brauchen class
illustrated in examples (2b) and (3b) above. Therefore, this verb class is omitted from Table 4.
The usage patterns for the verbs lernen and lehren in Table 5 show convergence between the grammaticality ratings
reported by Eisenberg et al. (2001) and the usage patterns in the TüPP-D/Z treebank. They also exhibit a remarkable
pattern of diachronic change in the DTA corpus. For this reason, the DTA data have been partitioned into the three time
slices. For lernen, Oberfeld formation is favored in the 17th century data, but shifts over the next two centuries to past
participle/clause final pattern. For lehren, the latter pattern is already favored in the 17th century and remains stable
throughout the DTA. The results obtained from the DTA and the contrast in usage patterns with the TüPP-D/Z treebank
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Table 5
Oberfeld placement of haben with lernen/lehren.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z
* haben VVINF lernen 0.08 23 0.32 93 0.27 81 0.01 1
VVINF gelernt haben 0.01 3 0.24 71 1.75 488 0.07 15
* VVINF lernen haben 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
* haben VVINF lehren 0.01 2 0.01 4 0.01 2 0.00 0
VVINF gelehrt haben 0.15 45 0.14 42 0.13 37 0.01 2
* VVINF lehren haben 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
Table 4
Oberfeld placement of haben with double infinitives.
DTA TüPP-D/Z TüBa-D/Z
haben VVINF lassen 19.97 2,853 8.22 1,680 10.83 17
VVINF gelassen haben 0.05 14 0.18 37 0.00 0
VVINF lassen haben 0.04 10 0.14 29 0.00 0
haben VVINF sehen/hören/fühlen 1.34 405 0.36 73 0.64 1
VVINF gesehen/gehört/gefühlt haben 0.30 63 0.10 21 1.27 2
VVINF sehen/hören/fühlen haben 0.00 0 0.01 1 0.00 0
* ist VVINF bleiben/gehen/kommen 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
VVINF ge-blieben/-gangen/-kommen ist 0.76 228 0.31 64 0.00 0
* VVINF bleiben/gehen/kommen ist 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
Table 6
Passive Voice and lassen in 4-element verbal clusters.
DTA TüPP-D/Z
haben VVPP werden VMINF 0.24 71 5.11 1,045
werden VVPP werden MINF 0.05 15 1.13 230
haben VVINF lassen MINF 0.14 41 0.10 21
werden VVINF lassen VMINF 0.00 0 0.01 1
data lends further support to the importance of combining synchronic and diachronic perspectives, as argued for by Ágel
and as realized here by the use of digital corpora.
While clusters consisting of three verbs greatly outnumber more complex verbal clusters, the passive construction
gives rise to more than one thousand four-element clusters for the perfect tense in the TüPP-D/Z. These results are
summarized in Table 6. Table 6 reports the results for the passive voice and for lassen. For the remaining verb classes
introduced in section 2, there are no data points in the DTA or TüPP-D/Z, except for two occurrences of the pattern haben
VVINF sehen VMINF. The DTA data are distributed fairly evenly over the time period of the DTA so that a more fine-
grained analysis can be omitted here. When comparing the DTA and TüPP-D/Z results, the much higher frequency of
passive voice in the perfect in the TüPP-D/Z (5.11/1 mio. tokens) stands out as well as the higher frequency of the lassen
perfect pattern in the DTA over future passives. The TüBa-D/Z contains no instances of the patterns shown in Table 6 and
is therefore omitted from the table.
5.2. Oberfeld placement of werden
This section surveys the Oberfeld placement of werden in three types of three-verb clusters (see Tables 7--9) and in
four types of four-verb clusters (see Table 10). The three verb-clusters involve the Ersatzinfinitive and the double
infinitives of main verbs that are illustrated in examples (2b--g) as well as werden with infinitives governing a past
participle. In the four-verb clusters, werden combines with haben in the future perfect, with worden-passives, as well as
with werden-passives or with double infinitives that are governed by modals.
Table 7 shows the results for Oberfeld placement of forms of werden in the future tense for the six modal auxiliaries.
The DTA results are broken down in three separate columns, one for each of the three centuries of data present in the
DTA. They are compared with the results for the TüPP-D/Z as the synchronic data set.
For both the DTA and TüPP-D/Z data, a clear usage pattern emerges: forms of werden appear in the Oberfeld for
modal verbs, and the corresponding clause-final position is hardly attested. There is one notable exception for forms of the
modal können in the TüPP-D/Z synchronic data, though. Here fifty-eight instances of clause-final placement are attested.
This special behavior of können underscores the importance of considering each modal verb separately.12
The results of the corpus study for the remaining verb classes shown in Table 8 differ significantly from the behavior of
modal auxiliaries. All verbs listed in Table 8 show the same pattern. With the exception of lehren, the Oberfeld position of
werden is the preferred option in the 17th century DTA data, but has become the dispreferred option in the 19th century
DTA data, with the 18th century representing a transition period between the two. This diachronic shift is most evident for
lassen, which is much frequent in the data compared to the other verb classes covered by Table 8. The verbs lehren differs
from the remaining verbs only in that the Oberfeld position of werden is dis-preferred from the very beginning. The ratio
between the preferred final placement of werden and the Oberfeld placement is even more pronounced in the synchronic
TüPP-D/Z data set, hence naturally continuing the diachronic dynamics witnessed in the DTA.
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Table 7
Results for modal verbs.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z
werden VVINF können 12.15 421 12.70 710 5.32 391 2.58 529
VVINF können werden 0.09 3 0.09 5 0.09 4 0.28 58
werden VVINF müssen 5.05 175 4.17 233 2.46 181 1.13 230
VV müssen werden 0.00 0 0.02 1 0.00 0 0.01 1
werden VVINF dürfen 0.84 29 0.23 13 0.18 28 0.08 17
VVINF dürfen werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
werden VVINF wollen 0.72 25 0.89 50 0.60 44 0.10 21
VVINF wollen werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
werden VVINF sollen 0.11 4 0.03 2 0.03 2 0.01 1
VVINF sollen werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
werden VVINF mögen 0.23 8 0.05 3 0.03 2 0.01 1
VVINF mögen werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
12 I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer of an earlier version of this paper for suggesting this.
Synchronically, there is, thus, a clear split between the modals, for which werden in the Oberfeld is much more
frequent, and all the other verb classes, for which verb-final placement is strongly preferred. This split in the synchronic
data contradicts the grammaticality judgments reported by Eisenberg et al. (2001) and summarized in examples (3) in
section 2, but coincides with the acceptability judgments reported by Härd and described in section 3. However, the DTA
data for lassen do not confirm Härd’s claim that the clause-final placement of wird is attested only since 1841. Instead,
verb final placement of werden is attested already for the 17th century data, albeit not as the preferred placement option
(yet) compared to the Oberfeld.
One plausible explanation for this historical development and the resulting dichotomy can be derived from the fact that
Oberfeld placement is obligatory for finite forms of haben when they co-occur with the Ersatzinfinitiv of modal verbs. Since
this configuration occurs with a much higher frequency than for any of the other verb classes under consideration and
since the Ersatzinfinitiv forms of modal verbs are identical to their present tense infinitive counterparts, generalizing the
obligatory Oberfeld placement of haben to forms of werden constitutes a natural development. Additional evidence for this
generalization can be derived from the fact that in the DTA the combination of forms of haben with the Ersatzinfinitiv forms
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Table 9
werden with infinitives governing past participles.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z
PP haben werden 0.31 59 2.81 684 4.87 1,295 1.62 331
werden PP haben 0.62 133 2.46 475 0.46 137 0.00 0
PP sein werden 0.34 50 2.01 450 2.85 767 7.25 1,482
werden PP sein 0.66 147 0.66 206 0.85 51 0.00 0
PP werden werden 0.14 42 1.16 349 2.64 790 7.23 1,487
werden PP werden 1.03 169 2.20 424 0.89 233 0.01 1
Table 10
werden with infinitives governing a past participle.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z
PP worden sein werden 0.00 0 0.03 8 0.04 10 0.01 2
werden PP worden sein 0.03 4 0.12 35 0.04 11 0.01 2
PP VAINF VMINF werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
werden PP VAINF VMINF 0.05 6 0.17 38 0.29 83 0.06 12
VVINF VVINF VMINF werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
werden PP VVINF VMINF 0.01 2 0.03 7 0.03 7 0.06 12
VVINF VMINF haben werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
werden haben VVINF VMINF 0.02 8 0.18 55 0.07 24 0.00 0
Table 8
Results for non-modal verbs.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z
werden VVINF lassen 6.46 224 5.24 295 1.04 168 0.32 65
VVINF lassen werden 2.71 94 2.77 155 2.52 185 2.35 480
werden VVINF sehen 0.34 12 0.12 7 0.05 4 0.00 0
VVINF sehen werden 0.03 1 0.12 7 0.04 3 0.06 12
werden VVINF lernen 0.09 3 0.48 27 0.29 21 0.00 0
VVINF lernen werden 0.06 2 0.18 10 0.59 51 0.01 2
werden VVINF lehren 0.06 2 0.00 0 0.01 1 0.00 0
VVINF lehren werden 0.52 18 0.14 8 0.07 5 0.00 0
werden bleiben VVINF 0.14 5 0.16 9 0.05 4 0.01 1
VVINF bleiben werden 0.06 2 0.16 9 0.38 28 0.21 43
werden VVINF gehen 0.12 4 0.04 2 0.00 0 0.01 1
VVINF gehen werden 0.03 1 0.02 1 0.00 0 0.04 8
of modal verbs (a total 10,476 co-occurrences for the six modal verbs; see Table 3) has much higher relative frequency
compared to co-occurrence of forms of werden with modal infinitives (a total 2,512 co-occurrences for the six modal verbs;
see Table 7).
Table 9 summarizes the findings for werden with infinitives governing a past participle and differentiates the results for
haben-perfects and for werden-passives, as well as the combined results for sein-perfects and sein- passives. The TüBa-
D/Z contains no instances of the patterns shown in Table 9 and is therefore omitted from the table.
The results show that Oberfeld formation is attested only in the DTA, and, with one exception, entirely absent from the
treebank. The DTA data show a shift in relative frequency from Oberfeld to cluster-final position between the 17th and the
18th century for haben-perfects and for sein-perfects/passives. This is in line with the general shift of the two word orders
for three-verb clusters noted by Härd and Sapp. However, in Härd’s corpus, this shift is attested only for the period starting
with 1841, while in the DTA data it is already in evidence in the 18th century for two of the three subtypes. For werden-
passives, the shift occurs only in the 19th century, possibly owing to the stylistic avoidance of sequences of two werden
forms, also alluded to by Härd.
The results for werden in four-verb clusters are shown in Table 10. Overall, there are few data points in the DTA and in
the TüPP-D/Z for these clusters. Since the TüBa-D/Z contains no data for four-verb clusters, it is not included in the table.
For worden-passives, both Oberfeld and cluster-final position are attested diachronically as well synchronically. For the
other three types of clusters, only Oberfeld placement is attested. The future perfect shown in the last row of Table 10 is
the only Oberfeld which contains two elements: finite forms of werden followed by infinitival haben. Interestingly, the
TüPP-D/Z does not contain a single case of such a doubly-filled Oberfeld.
5.3. Oberfeld placement of modal verbs
This section surveys the Oberfeld placement of modal verbs in three types of three-verb clusters (see Tables 11
and 12) and in three types of four-verb clusters (see Table 13). In the four-verb clusters, finite modals in the Oberfeld
govern worden-sein-passives, a modal-infinitive which in turn selects for a werden-passive or for two double infinitives of
main verbs.
Table 11 shows the corpus findings for werden-passives. The results for the DTA are noteworthy in view of the general
preference for Oberfeld placement of finite verbs in three-verb clusters. They also differ from Härd’s corpus results, where
Oberfeld placement has higher relative frequency until 1840. For the 17th century, the DTA data show roughly the same
relative frequency and average number of occurrences per million tokens for cluster-final and Oberfeld placement, with
cluster-final placement becoming the preferred option in the later periods of the DTA and the exclusive option in the two
treebanks.
Table 12 summarizes the results for Oberfeld placement of finite modals in clusters with double infinitives of main verbs
(e.g. arbeiten lassen; cf. row 2 in Table 12) or with a (non-finite) modal governing an main-verb infinitive (e.g. arbeiten
können; cf. row 4 in Table 12). The two types of clusters differ consistently in the DTA, with double-infinitives favoring
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Table 11
Oberfeld placement of finite modals with werden-passives.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99
PP werden VMFIN 27.60 4,742 105.86 20,849 146.51 38,049
VMFIN PP werden 24.76 4,698 27.72 5,100 4.41 1,224
TüPP-D/Z TüBa-D/Z
PP werden VMFIN 489.28 100,021 561.18 881
VMFIN PP werden
Table 12
Oberfeld placement of modals with double infinitives.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z TüBa-D/Z
VVINF VMINF VMFIN 0.01 1 0.04 7 0.01 1 0.08 17 3.18 5
VMFIN VVINF VMINF 0.21 63 0.69 209 0.51 151 0.07 14 0.00 0
VVINF VVINF VMFIN 3.16 967 6.53 1,939 5.39 1,402 25.78 5,270 0.67 1
VMFIN VVINF VVINF 2.56 770 2.55 762 1.14 348 0.03 7 3.18 5
cluster-final position of the modal, and modals governing another modal favoring Oberfeld placement. While the findings
for the latter construction are entirely consistent with Härd’s corpus results, Härd’s corpus shows a preference for Oberfeld
placement of modals with double-infinitives until 1710.
Rows 1--4 in Table 13 concern passives with sein worden and werden, rows 5--6 double-infinitives governed by haben,
as in soll haben sprechen können (‘is supposed to have been able to speak’). For worden-passives, there is a historical
shift from a preference for Oberfeld placement, which persists until the end of the 18th century, to cluster-final placement,
which is used exclusively in the TüPP-D/Z corpus. For the other two constructions, Oberfeld placement is preferred
throughout the DTA time interval, with no data instances in the TüPP-D/Z. Since the TüBa-D/Z does not have any
instances for all three patterns shown in Table 13, it is omitted from the table.
5.4. Oberfeld placement of sein and sein ellipsis
Table 14 surveys the Oberfeld placement of sein with worden-passives and sein ellipsis in worden-passives. As with
other three-verb clusters, there is a gradual shift over time from Oberfeld to cluster-final order for worden-passives. The
phenomenon that is noteworthy about worden-passives is omission of sein, as noted, inter alia, by Härd and Sapp. This
is also in evidence throughout the three centuries captured by the DTA, with ellipsis actually outranking the two options
with an overt sein in the 17th and 18th century. With only three exceptions, the TüPP-D/Z does not contain any Oberfeld
data for this construction. The TüBa-D/Z is omitted from Table 14 since it does not contain any instances of worden-
passives at all.
5.5. Zwischenstellung
Another phenomenon introduced in section 2 and discussed widely in studies of German verb clusters concerns the
Zwischenstellung and its status in German grammar. The pertinent corpus results obtained by the present study are
summarized in Tables 15 and 16.
The results in Table 15 show that this phenomenon is rare and hence requires large corpus resources of the kind used
in the present study. Once again, the TüBa-D/Z is too small a treebank to provide any data for the patterns in Table 15.
The Zwischenstellung is often characterized as dialectal, especially attributed to southern varieties of German, and
sometimes as archaic. Interestingly, the corpus findings in Table 15 do not confirm either of these claims. While the
construction is attested in the DTA, the data points are mostly in the period of 1600--1799. They are virtually absent from
the 19th century texts. The synchronic TüPP-D/Z data show a much higher per-1-million-token average than the DTA,
which suggests that this construction is by no means archaic and, if anything, more widely used in present-day German.
While most of the corpus examples involve können and müssen, they also appear in the TüPP-D/Z with sollen, wollen, and
dürfen. The regional character of the Zwischenstellung is also not confirmed by the TüPP-D/Z. The taz newspaper used
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Table 14
Oberfeld with sein and sein-ellipsis in worden-passives.
DTA 1600--99 DTA 1700--99 DTA 1800--99 TüPP-D/Z
sein PP worden 4.66 847 19.82 3,735 46.72 12,092 0.01 3
PP worden sein 7.73 1,371 10.29 1,962 1.28 361 221.32 45,243
PP worden -- 18.25 3,325 33.65 5,887 10.77 3,161 0.00 0
Table 13
Oberfeld position of finite modals in four-verb clusters.
DTA 1600-99 DTA 1700-99 DTA 1800-99 TüPP-D/Z
PP worden sein VMFIN 0.08 23 0.07 21 0.55 166 5.07 1,036
VMFIN PP worden sein 0.19 57 0.19 74 0.10 29 0.00 0
PP werden VMINF VMFIN 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
VMFIN PP werden VMINF 0.04 11 0.23 65 0.05 70 0.00 0
haben VMINF VMINF VMFIN 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
VMFIN haben VMINF VMINF 0.04 11 0.08 15 0.03 10 0.00 0
for the TüPP-D/Z treebank is published in Berlin, and the particular local taz issue used for the treebank is the Bremen taz
edition. While it is not a foregone conclusion that the journalists are from this northern area only, it is highly unlikely that
they are all speakers of southern varieties of German.
Interestingly, it is among the 4-element verbal clusters where the Zwischenstellung occurs throughout the three
centuries in the DTA and in the TüPP-D/Z corpus. One possible language-processing explanation for this finding may be
that the Zwischenstellung offers an effective way to separate the full verb from the other (auxiliary) verb members of the
verb cluster. For the 4-element verbal clusters, with three auxiliaries following the main verb, this clear separation may well
facilitate language comprehension and production.
In addition to instances of the Zwischenstellung found both in the DTA and in the TüPP-D/Z, the DTA contains
examples of the Zwischenstellung also for participial constructions and for modal verbs in clusters with double infinitives
and with modals governing a main verb infinitive. These findings are summarized in Table 16.
The majority of the DTA instances concern Zwischenstellung of finite verbs in participial constructions shown in rows
1--3 in Table 16. For worden-passives, there were, therefore, a total of four variants attested in the DTA: Oberfeld and final
position, Zwischenstellung, and sein ellipsis. By comparison, the number of Zwischenstellung instances is much lower for
finite modals in double infinitive constructions (cf. rows 4 and 5). As a general trend for the five Zwischenstellung patterns
shown in Table 16, the number of instances per pattern decreases over time.
5.6. Oberfeld formation and zu-infinitives
The remaining subtype of Oberfeld formation identified by Askedal and illustrated in section 2 by examples (5) and (6)
concerns verbs such as scheinen and glauben, which select for zu-infinitives. The pertinent corpus results obtained by the
present study are summarized in Table 17. Once again, the TüBa-D/Z yields no data and is omitted from the table.
The results for the DTA show that Oberfeld formation for verbs that govern zu-infinitives is attested starting with the
17th century and is gaining in frequency over time. The numbers in the second row include the combined results for the
verbs glauben, meinen, and hoffen. However, while there are more than 100 occurrences for these verbs in the TüPP/D-Z,
there is not a single example for scheinen.
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Table 15
Zwischenstellung of haben, of werden, and of modal verbs.
DTA 1600--99 DTA 1700--99 DTA 1800--99 TüPP-D/Z
VVINF haben können 0.02 7 0.04 13 0.00 0 0.07 15
VVINF werden können 0.02 7 0.01 4 0.00 1 0.15 30
VVINF VMFIN können 0.01 3 0.04 10 0.01 2 0.00 0
VVINF haben müssen 0.01 2 0.02 6 0.00 0 0.02 4
VVINF werden müssen 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.13 26
VVINF VMFIN müssen 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
VVINF haben lassen 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.07 14
VVINF werden lassen 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.01 1
VVINF VMFIN lassen 0.37 17 0.14 41 0.01 2 0.01 2
VVPP haben werden VMINF 0.04 9 0.03 9 0.01 4 0.03 5
VVPP werden werden VMINF 0.00 0 0.01 1 0.01 1 0.09 18
VVPP haben VMFIN werden 0.02 4 0.00 0 0.02 1 0.00 0
VVPP werden VMFIN werden 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.02 1 0.00 0
Table 16
Zwischenstellung with past participles and double-infinitive constructions.
DTA 1600--99 DTA 1700--99 DTA 1800--99 TüPP/TüBa
PP sein worden 1.22 260 0.61 144 0.05 8 0.00 0
PP werden {haben,sein,werden} 0.06 19 0.22 60 0.00 0 0.00 0
PP VMFIN VAINF 1.17 225 0.45 91 0.12 32 0.00 0
VVINF VMFIN VMINF 0.01 4 0.04 10 0.01 2 0.00 0
VVINF VMFIN VVINF 0.03 12 0.01 1 0.01 1 0.00 0
It seems appropriate to add some methodological remarks about the nature of the data and about the findings obtained
from them. What these corpus data reveal are patterns of usage of the construction in authentic written materials.
However, language use and judgments of grammaticality should not be confused or equated with one another.
Grammaticality judgments concern both positive data (deemed to be grammatical) and negative data (classified by native
speakers to be ungrammatical). Corpus data can only provide tendencies of actual language use. Needless to say, the
absence of certain data from large corpora, while not to be equated with data judged ungrammatical by native speakers, is
certainly informative and significant for linguistic theorizing.
6. Conclusion and future work
The use of historical and synchronic corpora, which include relevant levels of linguistic annotations, makes it possible
to track syntactic constructions across time and to witness syntactic change. The case study of Oberfeld formation in
German has shown that massive amounts of data are necessary if the construction is relatively rare. This, in turn, means
that data mining of a sufficient amount of instances of such constructions cannot rely exclusively on manually annotated
corpora such as the TüBa-D/Z treebank, but will have to make use of (semi-)automatically annotated corpora such as the
DTA and TüPP-D/Z corpora. Linguistic annotation of the data sources for data mining is crucial since it is impossible to
manually search large data sets. High-quality linguistic annotation makes it possible to define search queries that result in
high accuracy of the search results. If several data sources are utilized, as in the case at hand, then interoperability among
the annotations present in the individual corpora greatly facilitates a meaningful comparison of the query results obtained
from each corpus. In the case at hand, the use of a common tag set (STTS) in all three corpora ensures such
interoperability.
The present corpus study, based on the Tübingen treebanks TüBa-D/Z and TüPP-D/Z and on the German Text
Archive DTA of historical texts corroborates Grimm’s conjecture that the construction originated with past participles of
high-frequency strong verbs, which had a tendency to drop their ge- prefix. Corpus evidence over more than four centuries
also clearly shows that the construction has been generalized over time to the Oberfeld placement of the auxiliary werden
for modals. In future work, it would be fascinating and highly worth-while to be able to extend the diachronic investigation of
Oberfeld placement further back in time, ideally to the 13th and 14th century, which according to Grimm mark the period
when the construction first entered the German language. The prospects for extending the present study along this
historical dimension are excellent, due to a large-scale initiative of constructing a digital corpus for German that will cover
Old High German (for the period of 750--1050), Middle High German (1050--1350), and Early New High German (1350--
1650). This initiative is already under way and will yield the necessary coverage beyond the DTA corpus collection.
Moreover, these additional corpora will also adopt the STTS tagset for the part-of-speech annotation, thus ensuring
interoperability with the three corpora used in the present study.
As the case study of Oberfeld formation has also shown, linguistic annotation of language data is crucial for being
able to retrieve relevant data instances from large collections by automatic means. In order to facilitate the querying of
such resources and to ensure compatibility of results, adherence to standards and best practises for linguistic
annotation is a crucial prerequisite. In the case study presented here, this interoperability between resources is
guaranteed by the use of the de-facto STTS standard for part-of-speech tagging for German. It is testimony to the wide
acceptance of this STTS standards that the additional diachronic corpora currently under development for German
have adopted this standard as well.
At the time that this study was conducted, corpus queries had to be submitted via individual query tools for the
DTA and for the two treebanks. Interoperability of the three CLARIN language resources used in this study is, thus,
currently restricted to interoperability of linguistic annotation, specifically at the level of part-of-speech annotation.
The most promising candidate for a unified query tool within the CLARIN research infrastructure is the federated
content search (FCS) tool currently under development by several CLARIN centers and member countries. To the best
of my knowledge, in its present stage of development the FCS functionality does not yet include support of queries for
part-of-speech annotation. I understand that extending FCS queries in this direction is currently under consideration by
the FCS developers. In this regard, the present study can be used as a specific use case to inform future FCS
extensions.
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Table 17
Oberfeld formation and zu-infinitives.
DTA 1600--99 DTA 1700--99 DTA 1800--99 TüPP-D/Z
scheinen VVINF zu VMINF 0.00 0 0.02 3 0.12 31 0.00 0
glauben VVINF zu VMINF 0.00 0 0.06 12 0.38 103 0.53 109
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